AND CONCLUSIONS
1. In a model synaptic system, the excitatory neuromuscular junction of the freshwater crayfish, the nerve terminals possess synapses that vary in structural complexity, with numbers of active zones ranging from zero to five. Active zones on individual synapses show a wide range of separation distances. We tested the hypothesis that two active zones of a single synapse in close proximity can enhance the localized increase in free calcium ion concentration, thus enhancing the probability of neurotransmission at that synapse. We evaluated the increase in calcium ion concentration as a function of distance between adjacent active zones.
2. To test this hypothesis, a reaction-diffusion model for Ca2+ entering the presynaptic terminals was used. This test was used because 1) present measurement techniques are inadequate to resolve quantitatively the highly localized, transient calcium microdomains at synaptic active zones; and 2) there is presently no suitable preparation for physiological recording from isolated synapses with varying distances between active zones. Included in the model were intracellular buffer and a typical distribution of voltage-activated Ca2+ channels for an active zone, estimated from freeze-fracture micrographs.
3. The model indicated that localized Ca2+ clouds from discrete active zones can overlap to create spatial enhancement of Ca2+ concentration. The degree of interaction between two active zones depends on the distance between them. When two typical active zones are separated by 5200 nm, the maximum intracellular Ca2+ concentration ( [ Ca2'li) is greater at 1) the midpoint between them, and 2) the center of each one, than at the corresponding positions for a single isolated active zone. Enhanced [ Ca2+] i at the edge of the active zone where "docked' ' synaptic vesicles occur would be expected to have an effect on transmitter release.
4. When the model includes no intracellular buffer, the increase in [Ca"]i is a linear function of calcium channel current, but is a nonlinear function of the number of conducting calcium channels in an active zone. With immobile buffer included, the increase in [ Ca2+li is nonlinear with respect to both channel current and number of conducting channels.
5. Inclusion of immobile buffer in the model provides "released" residual calcium that slowly accumulates during a train of current pulses. Released residual calcium accumulates more rapidly at paired active zones separated by 5200 nm than at single isolated active zones.
6. We propose that the probability of release is enhanced at synapses with closely associated active zones. Synapses of this type ( "complex' ' synapses) could be selectively recruited when the neuron is active at low frequencies. At higher frequencies of neuronal activity, more distant active zones may interact and acquire a greater probability of releasing quanta. This would provide the nerve terminal with one component of a mechanism for frequency facilitation, because the number of quanta released by the terminal as a whole would increase with frequency. Thus variation in synaptic complexity in a nerve terminal provides a mechanism for short-term plasticity of transmitter release.
INTRODUCTION
Depolarization-induced Ca2' entry through voltage-sensitive calcium channels of presynaptic terminals is known to be a key factor for the induction of neurotransmitter release. Miledi ( 1967, 1968) demonstrated that altering the concentration of external Ca'+ affected the amount of transmitter released by nerve terminal depolarization, and that Ca2' ion influx is essential for evoked release. Direct evidence for a positive relationship between Ca2+ influx and the magnitude of neurotransmitter secretion has been shown in studies of the giant synapse in squid (Augustine and Charlton 1986; Augustine et al. 1985; Llinas et al. 1981 ; for reviews, see Augustine et al. 1987 Augustine et al. , 1991 Sugimori et al. 1994; Zucker et al. 199 1) .
Current anatomic, physiological, and theoretical findings indicate that at several different types of nerve terminals, calcium channels are clustered close to the site at which vesicles release their contents (Issa and Hudspeth 1994; Parsegian 1977; Pumplin et al. 198 1; Stanley 1993 ) . Freezefracture photomicrographs of the presynaptic extracellular surfaces of various synapses (Dreyer et al. 1973; Heuser et al. 1974; Propst and Ko 1987; Walrond and Reese 1985) show clusters of large intramembranous particles in close association with vesicle fusion points, indicated by large pits in freeze-fracture photomicrographs and by the presence of omega-shaped profiles in transmission electron micrographs. Where synaptic vesicles cluster near the presynaptic thickening, transmission electron micrographs show a localized accumulation of electron-dense material, the dense body or presynaptic dense bar, which assumes different forms in various nerve terminals. Such structures are commonly seen at synapses of crustacean neuromuscular junctions (Jahromi and Atwood 1974; Walrond et al. 1993 ) and at numerous other synapses, including vertebrate cochlear hair cells (rat: Smith 1961; cat: Spoendlin 1968)) frog papillary hair cells (Issa and Hudspeth 1994) ) retinal receptor cells (Dowling 1968) ) squirrel monkey macula (Engstrom et al. 1972) , and rat spinal cord axodendritic synapses (Peters et al. 1970) . Although the composition of the dense body is not fully elucidated, it appears to be a reliable indicator of the occurrence of closely associated presynaptic large intramembraneous particles. Taken together, this constellation of microanatomic features is characteristic of synaptic active zones (AZs) (Couteaux 1970; Couteaux and Pecot-Dechavassine 1974; Pappas and Waxman 1972) . Pumplin et al. ( 198 1) postulated that the large intramembraneous particles of the AZs are calcium channels that are localized near release sites. In addition to these voltageactivated calcium (Ca, ) channels, there are also calciumactivated potassium (Kc,) channels in the AZ. Application of labeled toxins to Ca, channels (Cohen et al. 199 1; Robitaille et al. 1990 ) and to Kca channels (Robitaille et al. 1993) showed that both of these channel types are clustered in AZs of frog motor nerve terminals. Physiological recordings of calcium currents with loose-patch-clamp techniques are supportive of Cav channel clustering near release sites in the frog sacculus hair cells (Roberts et al. 1990 (Roberts et al. , 1991 and in the ends of neurites that give rise to presynaptic terminals of synaptically coupled cultured neurons (Cooper et al. 1993) . At the crayfish neuromuscular junction, the presence of Cav and Kc, currents has been demonstrated with electrophysiological methods (Blundon et al. 1993 (Blundon et al. , 1995 Wright et al. 1994) . Calcium imaging with Ca2+-sensitive dyes at the giant synapse of squid suggests that Ca2+ entry is localized along the terminal where AZs are present (Smith et al. 1993) . This cumulative evidence supports the concept that Cav and I&, channels are clustered in the presynaptic nerve terminal membrane. Within the AZs of frog saccular hair cells, Roberts et al. (1990) estimated that the ratio of Cav to Kc, channels is two to one.
In the current study, we pursue further the hypothesis that AZ microanatomy may be linked to transmission characteristics of individual synapses, using the well-studied motor axon of the opener muscle in the crayfish leg (Dude1 and Kuffler 1961) . This tonic motor axon, which constitutes the entire excitatory motor supply of the muscle, branches into a series of varicose terminals that innervate all the muscle fibers Florey and Cahill 1982) . Each varicose terminal possesses lo-40 small, discrete synapses, each endowed with zero to five AZs Jahromi and Atwood 1974; . The majority of synapses have zero or one AZs, but some, with two or more, are structurally more complex. We hypothesize that these more complex synapses have a higher probability of releasing neurotransmitter when the motor axon is active at low frequencies . Because a single AZ is thought to produce a Ca2+ cloud or domain, two adjacent AZs could produce overlapping Ca2' clouds. This effect would enhance the intracellular concentration of Ca2+ ( [ Ca2+li) , particularly at the edges of an AZ, where synaptic vesicles are seen to be docked and released in electron micrographs . More widely separated AZs in a synapse would be less likely to interact. Thus the probability of transmitter release may be influenced by the structural complexity of the individual synapse.
In the present study we investigated the hypothesis that ion channels of closely adjacent presynaptic AZs produce calcium concentration responses that overlap in space to enhance the probability of neurotransmitter release. To test the hypothesis, we adopted a modeling approach, because present measurement techniques are not adequate to resolve the highly localized, transient calcium microdomains postulated to occur at individual AZs within a synapse during neurotransmission, although some of their general characteristics have been demonstrated with optical methods in the specialized giant synapse of the squid (Llinas et al. 1992) . Also, there is presently no suitable preparation for physiological recording from isolated synapses with varying distances between AZs.
The model combines a three-dimensional reaction-diffusion model (Winslow et al. 1994b ) and detailed structural observations from electron micrographs. Calcium buffering, which is known to influence the Ca2+ signal (Nowicky and Pinter 1993; Roberts 1994; Winslow 1995; Winslow et al. 1994b; Zhou and Neher 1993 ) , was included in the model.
Preliminary results of this work have been reported in abstracts Winslow et al. 1994a ).
METHODS

Biological preparation
Specimens of the southern crayfish, Procambarus darkii, were purchased from Atchafalaya Biological Supply (Raceland, LA) and held in fresh water aquaria at 15OC in our laboratory in Toronto. The carapace length of these animals ranged from 2 to 6 cm. Motor nerve terminals of the excitatory axon to the opener muscle in the first and second walking legs were used to calculate the two essential parameters of this study, viz., the distance between AZs within a synapse and the distribution of putative calcium channels within an AZ.
To calculate the distance between adjacent AZs, we used specimens from a previous study (Cooper et al. 1995a ) in which macropatch recordings of quanta1 release of transmitter were made from three nerve terminal varicosities visualized with a fluorescent dye -and subsequently serially thin-sectioned for electron microscopy. Each of these three varicosities had 30-40 synapses (Fig.  l) , endowed with variable numbers of AZs. An AZ was identified by the presence of a dense body surrounded by a halo of clear vesicles on the presynaptic membrane (Fig. 2) . Measurements of the separations of adjacent dense bodies (Fig. 3) were made in one of two ways, depending on the location of the dense bodies. When adjacent dense bodies were seen in a single thin section either in tangential or transverse views, we could measure the distance between the midpoints of the dense bodies. When adjacent dense bodies appeared on separate transverse thin sections within a synapse, as happened in the majority of cases, the distances were measured from the two-dimensional serial reconstruction of these synapses. Again, distances were measured between the midpoints of two adjacent dense bodies (Atwood and Cooper 1996) . The midpoint of a dense body traversing two thin sections was assumed to be between the two sections.
A representative distribution of putative calcium channels (represented by intramembranous particles on the P face of the nerve terminal) was derived from several specimens freeze-fractured according to techniques described previously . The freeze-fractured replicas were examined with the electron microscope and regions of interest containing synapses were photographed. Micrographs with a final magnification of x80,000 were used to determine the dimensions of an AZ and the number and distribution of large particles within it. Fracturing the nerve terminal membrane along its lipid bilayer exposes the complementary inner or P face and outer or E face leaflets. In longitudinal fractures of the nerve terminal membrane (E face), synapses appear as depressions of varying size and shape, in which AZs are represented by several small protrusions indicating vesicles fused to the membrane (Fig. 4) . In the opposite P face, synapses appear as gently elevated plateaus, relatively free of particles (Fig. 5 ) . Within the synaptic plateau, an AZ represented by a small circular depres- Reconstructed varicosity of an excitatory nerve terminal in the crayfish opener muscle from which recordings were made. The outline of every 3rd section plane is shown for the varicosity, whereas all the visible surface is shown for the synapse. Shaded patches: different individual synapses. Inset: in face view, a representative reconstructed synapse and the positions of 5 active zones (AZs).
The center of the presynaptic dense bar was taken as the center of the presynaptic AZ. Scale bar: 2 pm. Inset: 0.5 w-n.
sion encloses a cluster of large particles and a few surrounding pits. These pits represent fused vesicles and the large particles represent ion channels Heuser and Reese 1973; Walrond et al. 1993) , of which the majority are presumed to be Ca, channels and a minority Kc, channels (Roberts et al. 1990 ). The region immediately surrounding the AZ is devoid of particles and relatively smooth; we have defined the inner perimeter of this smooth annular region as the boundary of the AZ. A typical AZ is approximately symmetrical, with a diameter of -160 nm (Fig. 5 ). In the replica illustrated (Fig. 4) The number and location of ion channels in an AZ were estimated from a representative P face view (Fig. 5A ). This was video digitized with the use of an instrumentation video camera (NC-70, Dage-MTI, Michigan City, IN) and a Win-TV board (Hauppauge Computer Works, Hauppauge, NY) on a personal computer with a program running under DOS written by one of us (J. L. Winslow). The digitized images were transferred to a Silicon Graphics Indigo computer (Silicon Graphics, Mountain View, CA) where the scale bar, an outline of the AZ, and each of the individual intramembraneous particles (the putative Cav and Kca channels) were traced (making no distinction for size) with the use of a program written by one of us (Winslow et al. 1987 ). Figure 5 B shows the results of these steps.
Locations of Cav channels in two separated representative AZs were computed. To estimate the fraction of AZ intramembraneous particles that are Ca, channels rather than Kca channels, we used the frog saccular hair cell data of Roberts et al. ( 1990) . From patch-clamp and whole cell recordings of whole cell K+ current, the estimated ratio of Cav to Kc, channels is two to one. Assuming the same ratio for the crayfish terminals, we randomly removed every third traced particle, leaving only the putative outlined Ca, channels. The center of each channel was determined from the averaged X -Y coordinates of the small closed polygon outlining the channel. The centroid of the AZ was defined as the centroid of its traced outline (delineated by the inner perimeter of the surrounding smooth annular region). The locations of the channel centers were calculated with respect to the centroid of the AZ and used as Cav channel locations for the representative AZ.
The coordinates of the Cav channels in two adjacent AZs were computed by separating the centroids of two copies of the representative set of channels by a fixed distance (AZ separation distance), then recomputing the centroid coordinates of each channel. The origin of the coordinate system was set at the midpoint of the line between the centroids of the two shifted AZs, designated as location 0 in the concentration versus X -Y plots (Figs. 9-11) . A rectangular grid of Nx X NY of squares, each ax = Ay = 20 nm on a side, was superimposed on the channel locations. The channel coordinates were converted to grid box indexes (i, j) relative to the grid box centered at the origin. This list of grid box indexes provided channel locations for the reaction-diffusion simulation program. The channel locations are shown in the top grids of Figs. 6, 9, and 11.
MODEL
FOR CALCIUM AT AZS.
To calculate the fast concentration changes in ionized calcium near the intracellular face of the AZs, we used a three-dimensional reaction-diffusion model similar to that of Winslow et al. ( 1994b) . Diffusible ionic calcium, Ca2', reacts with nondiffusible buffer in axoplasm, A, to form nondiffusible product, Q = CaA. Similarly, Ca"' may react with diffusible buffer, B, to form diffusible product, P =I CaB. Because the current study was designed to investigate interaction of AZs, rather than effects of buffers, we set [B], = 0 (Winslow et al. 1994b ). We ignore Ca"' pumps and exchangers because they operate on a slower time scale than we investigate here (DiPolo and Beauge 1990; Garrahan and Rega 1990; Muallem 1990; Reeves 1990) . The initial resting value of [ Ca2+li, Co = 0.1 PM, is the equilibrium value established by the Ca'+ pumps on and within the whole cell including the calcium buffers (Winslow et al. 1994b; Yamada and Zucker 1992) .
We use t (ms) for time and C, A, and Q (M) for concentrations of diffusible calcium, nondiffusible buffer, and nondiffusible product, respectively. The diffusion coefficient of Ca" is Dc, (cm2/ms). The forward and backward rate constants for Ca2' + A = Q are, respectively, ki (M/ms) and k~ (ms-'), with disassociation constant Kfj = kJk2.
Within a presynaptic region of interest, 0, the rate of change of calcium concentration with respect to time, X'ldt, is minus the removal rate of calcium due to the binding of calcium with nondiffusible buffer, -ki CA, plus the arrival rate of calcium due to the unbinding of calcium from nondiffusible product, ki Q, plus the arrival rate of calcium due to diffusion into the region. Similar equations hold for the other species. In a region with no influx from a calcium channel, the appropriate equations in rectangular coordinates are J. L. WINSLOW, C. K. GOVIND, AND H. L. ATWOOD At the crayfish neuromuscular junction, the AZs of presynaptic regions are mainly on axonal varicosities. The reaction-diffusion takes place in a region of volume, 0, that we take as a box that is (lB) subdivided into NXNYNz grid boxes that are cubes of size Ax = Ay = Az = Axyz. This region is bounded by the presynaptic membrane &Sl through which Ca2+ enters via channels in an AZ, (ICI and the boundary condition is Xl& = 0 because there is no diffusion through the cell membrane. The remaining surface con- properties and screening of the internal membrane surface charge to obtain the best estimate of net AZ Ca2' current flow. To characterize effects of AZ separation distances on net [Ca"]i response, we simplify matters by using a smooth square pulse to represent the calcium current rather than using the kinetics of a specific channel type. To bracket the magnitude of this current, we calculate the net Ca2' driving potential, EAp -EC,, at the peak of an action potential, EAp = 20 mV, and after repolarization of an action potential, E0 -Ec,, at the resting potential E0 = -70 mV, when the Ca2+ current approaches the minimum and maximum values, respectively. For EC, = +30 mV, the corresponding two values of E -E'c, are -10 and -100 mV, respectively. The latter value is likely closer to the actual situation if most calcium enters the terminal as a "tail current" during repolarization of the action potential (Blundon et al. 1995; Llinas et al. 1976 ). Because the P-type Cav channels have a conductance range of 9-19 pS for Ba2+, and it is known that Ca, channels are more permeable to Ba2+ than Ca2', we chose a single Ca, channel conductance of g?r = 14 pS. The duration of the channel current is taken as 1 ms, which is a midrange of single-channel open times (Usowicz et al. 1992 ). This approach eliminates the complexity of channel dynamics and gives a readily interpretable response when only AZ separation distance is varied.
sists of the five walls that face axoplasm and are not a diffusion; thus the correct boundary cond ition is barrier to limit C = Co ?z+m where y1 is an axis normal to (outward from) each of the five faces.
To accommodate the adjacent AZs, we used NX = 25, NY = 13, and Nz = 18 cubes. Also, there are long grid boxes (not shown in the figures) of length 8&~yz arranged in the direction normal to the five faces open to cytoplasm, which permit correct treatment of the boundary condition for diffusion through the open surface. This procedure gave a volume that is sufficiently large not to influence the reaction-diffusion results, but small enough to have practical computation times. Initial values for the concentrations are Co, Ao, Q0 (M), where Q0 = (ki C,A,)Ik, , which is the steadystate solution of Eq. 1, when given Co and A0 . A complete account of these procedures is given in Winslow et al. ( 1994b) .
In the crayfish opener motor neuron, the Ca, channel resembles a P-type Ca, channel with respect to current-voltage and pharmacological properties. The calcium current-voltage relation, in voltageclamped terminals, has onset activation, peak, and reversal potentials of -35, -10, and calcium equilibrium potential (EC,) = +30 mV, respectively (Wright et al. 1994) . Funnel web spider toxin is the effective blocker in this preparation, as is the case for vertebrate P-type Ca, channels (Araque et al. 1994; Usowicz et al. 1992; Wright et al. 1994) . The distinctive properties of the P-type channel were initially defined in cerebellar Purkinje cells. Here, the channels were shown to have single-channel maximum conductance, g:F, in the range of 9-19 pS when Ba2+ replaced Ca2' in patch-clamp measurements (Usowicz et al. 1992) .
In general, current through a single channel is a product of single-channel maximum conductance; unit pulse (with times to open, stay open, and close); unit function for activation gating; unit function for inactivation gating; and net driving potential Lw) -EC,]. The membrane potential E(t) is that of an action potential and Eta is the Ca2' equilibrium potential, which takes into account the transmembrane Ca2' gradient, [ Ca2+li -extracellular Ca2+ concentration, and electrical gradient. These parameters are not known in detail for crayfish terminals, and it is beyond the scope of this investigation to use the individual channel gating In summary, a calcium channel current is modeled as
where P is a unit pulse function, for which Ton, Y-"ise, Tdur, and Tf,in are on, rise, duration, and fall times. We used Tdur = 1.0 ms, with Trise = Tfan = 0.1 ms. To avoid discontinuities in Ca2+ current (&) and thus shocks to the numerical integration, we used a pulse function with continuous first derivative (Winslow 1990 ). In squid giant synapse it has been estimated that only 10% of the Cav channels are open during an action potential (Pumplin et al. 198 1) . To bracket the response in the computations during the excitation pulse, we open either all or only 10% of the Ca, channels.
The rectangular grid of NX X NY of squares for the channel locations is the footprint of the mesh of NX X NY X Nz cubes used to discretize 0. In a cube containing a calcium channel, there are -Ica (A) of Ca2' arriving (positive outward) in a volume of (&yz) 3 cm3 ; thus Eq. IA for rate of change of calcium concentration becomes
where Ica is given by Eq. 2 and cy converts lca (A) to M/ms. In the representative AZ, which we used here, there are 13 Ca, channels remaining after one-third of the intramembraneous particles are removed for the Kca channels as shown in Fig. 5 . On the basis of the experiments of Roberts ( 1993)) who evaluated intracellular nondiffusible buffers, and the calculations of Winslow et al. ( 1994b) , we used a high-affinity immobile buffer with concentration A = 1.6 mM, with rate constants k: = 2 X lo5 M-' rns-' and k, = 50.0 X lo-" ms-', which gives KD = 250 nM. On the basis of the analyses in Winslow et al. ( 1994b) and Winslow ( 1995), we calculated [Ca"]i in cytoplasm by using its diffusion coefficient in H20, Dca = 7.92 X lop6 cm2/s in the presence of immobile buffer; this gives an apparent diffusion coefficient close to the value measured by Hodgkin and Keynes ( 1957) . The set of partial differential equations for Ca", buffer, and product must be solved simultaneously. The system is far from equilibrium because dC/dt, 8A/dt, and dQ/dt vary by as much as lo4 M/ms in this type of simulation.
The inputs to the model are the time-dependent calcium channel (Fig. 3) . The total range of separation distances pulses, were calculated. In all experiments, five calcium curis similar for each of the three varicosities. For varicosities rent pulses at 100 Hz were used to correspond to the stimuli V, , V,, and V, in Fig. 3 , the number of dense bodies per used to test short-term homosynaptic facilitation (Winslow varicosity for the indicated separation distances are, respecet al. 1994b ). In Fig. 7 , the temporal responses for four tively: ~100 nm: 2, 1, 0; ~150 nm: 7, 4, 13; and ~200 channel conditions are shown. These conditions were senm: 9, 4, 18. The results illustrate that among the more lected to illustrate the range of effects possible in the model. complex synapses, a wide range of AZ separations occurs, The first two channel conditions utilize the driving force for with relatively few ~100 nm.
calcium entry (E -EC,) that would occur at the peak of an action potential ( EAP) , and the second two utilize the driving Response of Ca2' at a single AZ force after the action potential has repolarized to the initial membrane potential (EO) . With no immobile buffer, [ Ca*+]i versus time is identical for a single Cav channel ( 10% of the 13 channels present for each of the five pulses. Maximum [ Ca'+]i (C,,) drops in an AZ) at one channel condition (E -E,-, = -10 mV, rapidly to 0.1 PM, the initial value, within 0.2 ms after each which is at the peak of the test pulse) without buffer (Fig. Zc, pulse ceases, leaving no residual Ca2+ to add to the Ca2+ 6A), and then with addition of immobile buffer (Fig. 6B) .
introduced by the next pulse. As shown in Fig. 7 , the [ Ca*+]i As an aid to reading the concentration versus time plots for closely follows the entering Ca*+ current, La, which is the each grid box, the grid box number is plotted at right at an same for each channel. For the four cases the overall maxiordinate value corresponding to the maximum ( [ Ca2+li and mum, C,,,,, , within 20 nm of the presynaptic membrane is, [Immobile Productli) or the minimum of [Immobile respectively: 11.0, 42.0, 113.0, and 420.0 PM. The major Bufferli. This scheme holds for the subsequent time plots response differences associated with the four channel condias well. Thus, for a single pulse and one channel, addition tions are the spatial spread of the response and the scaling of 1.6 mM immobile buffer lowers the overall maximum of of the response. The [ Ca*+]i response for 13 channels is [ Ca*+& from 11.2 to 10.6 PM, and correspondingly for each more spread out than for one channel (compare B and D of the indicated grid boxes.
with A and C, and also the corresponding graphs in Fig. 9) . Next, as shown in Fig. 7 maintaining the same initial entry of Ca2' are illustrated by the spatial and temporal effects of loading and unloading the computation of Fig. 8 . When immobile buffer (A0 = 1.6 the immobile buffer, as illustrated in the graphs of available mM) is present, two things happen to the temporal response. buffer, A, versus time (Fig. 8, middle column) . Second, First, the overall maximum, CmaX, decreases slightly to 10.7, there is released residual Ca2' from immobile product after 39. pulse, is 0.16, 0.44, 0.57, and 0.77 ,uM, respectively. These values represent a 50-700% increase above the resting value, Co = 0.1 PM. This released residual [ Ca2+]i is also seen in the graphs of the concentration of product Q versus time (Fig. 8, right column) . The maximum concentration of bound product is 2.12, 2.23, 2.40, and 2.24 mM for the rank-ordered conditions A-D. The initial concentration of immobile buffer is such that it is repetitively bound and unbound with each pulse of Ca2+, increasing from unsaturated to saturated for the four rank-ordered conditions. The concentration of the product is enhanced with repeated pulses.
For the four conditions, A-D, in which the calcium cloud expands, there is an increased spread of immobile buffer saturation. This is seen in Fig. 8, Linearity of [ Ca2+li with respect to Ica, but not to number of channels and buffer When the driving force for Ca2+ entry is increased lofold and no buffer is present, the computation shows a corresponding lo-fold increase in [ Ca2+li, both for the case of 1 Cay channel (Fig. 7 , A and C) and for the case of 13 Cav channels (Fig. 7, B and 0) . This demonstrates the linearity of the system's response to increased Ica with no buffers.
When the number of active Cav channels is increased from 1 to 13, the maximum response of [ Ca2+li is not increased 13-fold (Fig. 7: compare A and C with B and D, respectively) .
This demonstrates that Cmax does not increase linearly with the number of channels in an AZ, because of the spatial dispersion of the channels.
When buffer is added, the system (Eq. 1) is clearly nonlinear because Xl&, aA/&, and dQ/dt have the term ki CB, which is a product of C = [ Ca2+li and buffer, B. Thus presence of buffer and multiple spatially dispersed channels are two sources of nonlinear behavior.
Spatial distribution of Ca 2+
The spatial concentrations of Ca2' around one isolated AZ for the channel conditions with and without immobile buffer are shown in Fig. 9 . The [Ca2+li versus X-Y plot is shown for the time when the response is maximal ( t = 41.1 ms) at the end of the fifth pulse of input current Ica. The channel locations are shown projected on the superior surface of the spatial response graphs. The responses with immobile buffer, shown in Fig. 9 , top row, are slightly scaleddown versions of those with no buffer (bottom row). Even within the AZ, the response magnitude is highly dependent J. L. WINSLOW, C. K. GOVIND, AND H. L. ATWOOD on channel location and density. Because the grid boxes 11. We examined the case of all 13 Ca, channels opening used for the time plots are along the X-axis and the overall and E -Ec, = -100 mV, with buffer present. The temporal maximums of the spatial plots can occur off the X-axis, responses shown in Fig. 10 , A-D, are for the separation where the density of channels is greater (Fig. 9, B and D) , distances of 300, 200, 100, and 50 nm, respectively. The the overall maximums do not agree with the maximums of control or CC separation is for one AZ shown in Fig. 8D . the curves in Figs. 7, B and D, and 8, B and D, which are The [Ca2+li response is enhanced between and within the time plots of [Ca2+li within the grid boxes.
two AZs as the separation distance is decreased. The maximum of [Ca2+li in the grid boxes O-8 is spread out for one Efect of separation distance between two AZs AZ (also seen in the spatial responses of Fig. 9 , top row) and increases to a maximum for 50 nm separation, in grid Two identical copies of the typical AZ were arranged with boxes 0, 1, 2, i.e., at the center of the membrane response different separations between their centers, as shown in Fig. region, dlO. For the five decreasing separation distances, the overall maximum values of [ Ca2+li in space and time, C,,, , are, respectively, 418, 430, 442, 498, and 696 PM. The responses at the midpoint between the two AZs (coordinate origin and plotting grid box location 0) become 62.8, 63.2, 134, 365, and 453 PM, respectively. Observe that the immobile buffer is saturated for each calcium current pulse regardless of the separation distance and the corresponding product peaks at the same time (Fig. SD) .
When the separation distance between AZ centers is varied, the two main indicators of [ Ca] i response are the concentrations at the midpoint of the two AZs, plotting location O, Crnid, and the overall maximum, Cmax (see Fig. 11 ) . These two measures are plotted against separation distance in Fig.  12 , for the four conditions. For comparison with the results in Winslow et al. ( 1994b) , the condition of 13 channels opening, with driving force for Ca2' entry of 125 mV, and 8Ca = 1 pS is included ( *) and gives a low range value for calcium current and thus a low range response. Clearly, for paired AZs with a separation distance 5200 nm, there is a greater increase in [ Ca2+ ]i than for a single AZ, particularly at the AZ perimeter where two AZs start to overlap.
DISCUSSION
The question raised by earlier structural studies was whether structural complexity at a synapse, as evidenced by closely spaced AZs, could influence the probability of depolarization-evoked neurotransmission. The present study addresses this question by modeling the spatial distribution of Ca2' entering through Cav channels. In the crayfish motor neuron, a wide range of separation distances between pairs of AZs was observed. The modeling study indicates that localized Ca2' domains of individual adjacent AZs can interact to create a higher local [Ca2+li in regions in and near the AZ. However, the relative importance of this interaction depends on the separation between the AZs and on how many individual calcium channels are opened by depolarization.
For this study, the computational approach was needed because measurements cannot resolve [Ca2+]i within the Ca2' domains. Our computed results are compatible with the results from aequorin averaged over longer times and distances in squid giant synapse (Llinas et al. 1992 ). In the latter study, the lower limit of resolution is 500 nm, which is twice the diameter of the AZs found in our study. Thus imaging [ Ca2+li in individual AZs of small synapses remains problematic.
Computational experiments
The starting point for the computational work was the concept that Ca2' entering through Cav channels exists transiently in a localized spatial domain. The discrete Cav channels within an AZ and the interaction of their Ca2' microdomains have been the subject of several studies and reviews (Augustine and Neher 1992; Augustine et al. 1991; Fogelson and Zucker 1985; Parnas and Segel 1988; Simon and Llinas 1985; Smith et al. 1993; Zucker 1989; Zucker and Fogelson 1986 Time ( Fig. 11 . Note that grid box 0 is the midpoint between the two AZs. As a control (or infinite separation), compare with the response for 1 AZ (Fig. SO) . Although [ Ca2+li varies among grid boxes, the immobile buffer saturates and unsaturates per pulse, which produces the inverse effect for the immobile product. Scales-Horizontal: (0, 50 ms). Vertical:
(0, 700 PM), (0, 1.6 mM) , and (0, 2.24 mM) .
The computational preparation uses a typical inferred dis-actual concentrations and rates for immobile and mobile tribution of Cav channel locations within an AZ, and varies buffers in the cytoplasm of the crayfish terminal are unthe separation distances of AZs as observed in reconstruc-known, we used the value estimated by Roberts ( 1993) . tions. Recent reports have characterized the Cav channels in When the actual values are known for crayfish terminals, crayfish motor nerve terminals (Wright et al. 1994 ) and similar results would be expected and can be scaled accordmuscle fibers (Araque et al. 1994) as P type. We used a Ca2' current pulse with the driving force and conductance ingly. We used only immobile buffer because it causes a slower apparent diffusion coefficient of Ca2+ (Winslow et of a P-type channel but with generic duration, so that the [Ca2+li response at AZs is not complicated by the channel al. 1994b). The apparent diffusion coefficient is caused by dynamics. Conditions of immobile Ca2' buffer and no moimmobile buffers and possible tortuosity of Ca2+ movement bile Ca2' through the cytoplasm. We did not evaluate the effects of buffer were used in a conservative approach to tortuosity in the current model. Binding sites of Ca2+ on simulations of synaptic function. Roberts ( 1993) showed vesicles may also act as an immobile buffer; but, because that in frog saccular hair cells, there is 1.6 mM buffer that the binding coefficients for vesicular associated proteins are is a combination of mobile and immobile buffers. Because not well understood, we did not include this in the present computations. This may also apply to the dense body situated in the middle of an AZ, the composition of which is unknown. The dense body may be composed of proteins that In general, the present model provides a first approach to evaluating possible interaction between AZs, but it is not complete, because the effects of tortuosity, Ca*+ pumps, and mobile buffers have not been included. The effects of these factors cannot be accurately evaluated from currently available data, but they would likely increase AZ interaction. The From the present work, the hypothesis arises that the probability of neurotransmitter release at a synapse may be enhanced when two AZs are close together. We measured the actual direct line separation distances between neighboring AZs in reconstructions of excitatory motor neuron varicosities. A representative axonal varicosity possesses 20-40 synapses, each of which has O-5 AZs. On average, each AZ contains 18 putative channels )) 13 of which we estimated to be Cav channels. We found that in synapses with more than one AZ, there is a range of separation distances between AZs; this can be as little as 50 nm. Because AZs can be as large as 160 nm diam, AZs with centers separated by < 160 nm will combine their [ Ca*+]i responses to produce spatial enhancement of [Ca*+]i. The computational results supported this proposition. Spatial enhancement of [Ca*+]i could serve to release more neurotransmitter, depending on how many Cay channels participate (this may fluctuate from trial to trial around the mean value) and on the [ Ca*+]i needed to effect release of a vesicle. Thus the distribution of AZ separation distances may provide an anatomic basis for the well-characterized nonuniformity in probability of neurotransmitter release at crayfish terminals (Cooper et al. 1995b; Hatt and Smith 1976; Wojtowciz et al. 1991 Wojtowciz et al. , 1994 .
Recently, the Ca*+ -binding protein synaptotagmin, thought to be a putative Ca*' sensor for evoked release, has been shown to be present in crayfish motor neurons (Cooper et al. 1996) . Considering that there may be an inhomogeneous distribution of Ca*' -binding proteins and that there is variation in synaptic structural complexity, one can expect that release would not be uniform for each synapse.
The statistical nature of transmitter release at crustacean neuromuscular junctions has been extensively studied (Du- C,,,,, , maximum [ Ca"']i over X, Y, and time; nc, number of channels; E -EC, = -10 mV (peak of test pulse) ; E -EC, = -100 mV (tail of test pulse). de1 and Kuffler 1961; Parnas et al. 1982; Wernig 1972; Wojtowicz and Atwood 1986; Zucker 1974) ) but only recently have structural correlates been proposed for the same terminal region in which recordings were obtained (Cooper et al. 1995a; . For the crayfish opener motor axon, it is clear that at low frequencies of stimulation, few quanta are released even though many small synapses occur in the terminal. Evidently, the probability of release is very low for most of these synapses, but the results from binomial statistical treatments suggest that a few have a higher probability of release (Johnson and Wernig 197 1; ). The present study suggests that synapses with a higher probability of release may be those with two or more closely spaced AZs. Such synapses (a small fraction of the total observed on a terminal) may represent the anatomic correlate of the number of release sites (quanta1 parameter n) observed at low stimulation frequencies . Values for y1 at low frequencies are similar to the number of pairs of very closely spaced AZs. At higher frequencies of stimulation, background Ca2+ builds up (Delaney et al. 1989) , and this may enhance AZ interactions because of increased binding with immobile buffer and the resultant further spread of free Ca2' . Mobile buffers, if present, would accentuate this effect. Interaction of more distant AZs would be promoted as more Ca"+ accumulates; this would give the nerve terminal an additional mechanism for grading synaptic output with frequency.
The low probability of release inferred for most synapses of this system may arise from the small number of Ca, channels opened by an action potential. It is not known what fraction of the total Cav channels in the crayfish terminal is normally opened by an action potential, or how many need to be opened to have a quanta1 unit of neurotransmitter reliably released. It is apparent that the effectiveness of AZ interaction depends strongly on the number of Ca, channels opened at an AZ (Fig. 12) . It has been suggested (Stanley 1993) that Ca2+ influx through a single open channel may be sufficient to induce vesicle-mediated release in chick ciliary ganglion. In contrast, Sugimori et al. (1994) calculated that in the squid presynaptic nerve terminal, more Ca2' ions are required to cause vesicle release. These calculated differences in the number of [ Ca2+ ]i ions that enter the nerve terminal as a prerequisite for the release of a single vesicle could be highly susceptible to differences in buffering ability and rate constants in different synaptic preparations. This is well worth investigating as a factor influencing synaptic transmission in different neurons.
Another uncertainty is the [ Ca'+ Ii actually needed at a critical site for evoked release. The relative importance of Ca2' entry at an adjacent AZ would be dependent on the concentration of Ca2+ effective in causing release. It is apparent that a relatively low increase in the general background of [ Ca2+]i enhances release (Delaney et al. 1989) even though it does not directly evoke much release. Thus it is possible that even a small additional increment of Ca2' arriving from an adjacent AZ could enhance release probability for the synapse. Despite several uncertainties, the hypothesis of AZ interaction remains a viable alternative for nonuniform recruitment of synapses on a single nerve terminal.
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